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Dedication

This book is dedicated to Willie Tatoosh. Willie passed away at the age 
of 83 years on September 23, 2001 in Hupač̓asatḥ territory.

Willie was an active part of the language projects that Hupač̓asatḥ has 
been involved in. He played a large part in the many hours that we 
spent preserving and documenting our language. He also participated 
in our place names project which is an interactive CD that allows you 
to access any place name in Hupač̓asatḥ territory. Willie had a vast 
knowledge of our language, our protocols and our history. He willingly 
shared his knowledge and wanted the language to 
not only survive, but to flourish.

Willie was a strong believer in ḥaḥuupcamis (teachings). People were 
taught respect for all people and all things. Mealtimes were a good 
time to teach as when you ate, the teachings went inside you with the 
food. Teaching was done in a loving way. Women advisors were a big 
part of our culture. Our people knew how to correct things when they 
were not right. Listening carefully was a big part of learning, listening 
to our elders and other learned people. Willie often talked about our 
protocols and the correct way of carrying out all of our
different types of feasts. One of the most important teachings for our 
people is knowing how we are related to each other, and children were 
taught that from an early age. Willie firmly believed that language was 
the backbone to our culture, our protocols and our rituals.

Our fluent speakers recall all the fun they had with Willie as they 
worked on all our language projects. Laughter and teasing was a big 
part of what went into the project. This was the first project that our 
fluent speakers had to do without Willie and he was sorely missed.

Our language will live on because of people like Willie and we can 
only hope that all of our  Hupač̓asatḥ people will get involved in learn-
ing the language while we still have people alive who can speak it. We 
know this book on what Hupač̓asatḥ did during the four seasons will 
play a part of this.  
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Hupač̓asatḥ and the Four Seasons

Hupač̓asatḥ did everything according to the seasons. Preparations 
were done during each season for the next.

Stinging nettles were used to make ropes and fish nets. You would 
let the stinging nettle grow tall, then pick it and dry it out. You 
would grab it from the bottom near the ground and then pick it so 
you would not get stung.

We also used cedar and certain fish gut to make ropes. These would 
be gathered during the late spring, early summer and dried. Women 
were the main people who made the ropes, but men would do it 
sometimes in order to ensure the ropes  were strong enough.

Tools were made from hardwood, sinew, shells, pitch and rocks. Our 
people were very clever in making these tools.

In summer we smoked and dried salmon. We would not smoke jack 
spring as the meat fell off the skins. You would not smoke any fish 
at the begining of the season as it is too fatty. For sockeye you would 
wait until mid summer and do half smoked. By the end of the sea-
son it was good for ʕapłckʷii. You also would not smoke fish on the 
day you caught it. You would wait until the second day and it was 
much easier to handle.

Our people knew exactly when every species of salmon and other 
fish came up.

Spring salmon were salted, but not at the beginning of the season.

We never brought in more fish than that what was needed. You 
would not bring in a whole canoe full unless you were sharing with 
everyone, or if you were going to smoke.

We would take bones out of the fish for ʕapłckʷii for the kids so they 
would not choke.
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Nahmint was the favoured place for springs. Everyone would stop 
in there. 

Trolling for springs was done.When people came down with smal 
pox, they used Nahmint to quarantine people so it would not spread. 
Annie and Dan Watts and their family tried to land there once and 
they were told not to land. It was not used for many years for this 
reason. Betsymit, Ucluelet was the only one to survive the small pox 
epidimic. It was in the 1930’s that it was started to be used again.

When cleaning a deer after hunting it, you would cut it and speak to 
it. You would take what you cleaned out of it, place it on a knoll, dig 
a hole and place the innards in it. You would clean the deer inside 
with ferns and place the ferns on top of the innards. You would then 
place sticks and rocks over this, it was like a funeral, showing proper 
respect for the animal. You would never hunt if it was windy. We 
never hunted during the mating season during the month of may, 
nor would you hunt when the deer had young ones. You waited un-
til the young ones were old enough to survive on their own. himix 
was used on the skin. If you put it on your hands and feet, it would 
keep you warm. We never hunted during the summer. The deer and 
elk were covered with ticks during this time, and they were also 
very wormy and not good to eat.

Meat was cut in strips and dried to preserve. We used the bones for 
making needles. Some needles were used to make big mats. We 
used the curved bones for women’s games that was like a dice game. 
Also we made spears for fishing out of the antlers.

Women would go out in canoes and pick berries together.

In October we had to startpreparing for ƛuukʷaanaa because there was so 
much to do. A person would not know when they would be initiated. They 
would come for you, and wrap you in a blanket and take you. You would 
get a new name when you were initiated because it was the start of a new 
way of life.  ƛuukʷaanaa belonged to the Chiefs and was done only by the 
Chiefs. Different First Nations did it differently. Sometimes the ceremony 
was indoors and sometimes outdoors. It would go on for days. It was  
Hupač̓asatḥ’s highest court system.
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�uʔičḥ
Winter

�ukʷiiqsu: December - Youngest Sibling Moon

�aa�iiqsu: January - Elder Sibling Moon

ʕetimł: February - False Spawning Moon
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ʔuyickʷii  ʔała  ḥuḥustu�iiḥ  ʔu�inḥi  ʔuuqumhiičeeʔaƛquu ʔuḥiiš  
ḥaa�aweeʔaƛquu  �uʔičḥʔaƛquu.

During the nice weather when the tide’s just right, they gathered shellfish.

ʔuʔu�iiḥšeeʔaƛqu  ḥustuup,  �uʔičḥ  ʕamiiq, ḥičin, 
ķuč̓im,  haa�istup,  �aʕim, ceʔinwa,  ƛaaņuł,  
ʕaps�in.

The types of shellfish they gathered during the winter months were horse 
clams, little mussels, big mussels, little chitons, gooseneck barnacles and 
abalone.
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�uʔičḥšeʔaƛquu  ʕas�akʷiiłšeʔaƛ.
During the winter months was the time our people made or repaired tools.

ʔuḥckʷii  łuucsamiiḥ  ʔuhʔiš  čackuu�iiḥ  ʔukʷiił  �istuup,  
ʔuḥtinʔak  �iiyup,  pi�up  ʔaḥʔaaʔaƛ  ʕełmakt  �uʔičḥʔaƛquu.

It was the women and the men that made or repaired rope from the fibres 
from the cedar bark, stinging nettle and certain fish gut. All this was done 
during the winter months.
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�uʔicʔḥ  Other Winter Words

ʕak�ak: knife

ʕak�akštup: different types of knives

ʕamiiq: horse clam

ḥičin: clams

ķu�im: little mussels

�uč̓im: big mussels

haa�ištup: little chitons

�aʕim: big chitons

�eʔinwa: gooseneck barnacles

ƛaaņuł: barnacles

ʕaps�in: abalone

qaʔuła: gathering seafood

č̓iţaa: tool for cutting fish. (made from horse clam shells, later used 
sharpened metal)
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 ţiik�ak: digging stick
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�uʔicʔḥ  Other Winter Words

ţakʷaa�ak: tool for dressing herring made from deer bone

taaqwin: hand held mallet made of shaped stone

qaʔuł�ak: prying stick for seafood

ʕaasyakʷiił: making tools

�istuup: made from cedar

�iiyup: guts from certain fish

pi�up: cedar fibre, inner bark

ʕełmapt: stinging nettles

ḥayim or ḥuč̓ak: canoe bailers

ʔuxʷaap: paddle

ḥumiis: red cedar

ʕami�apt: maple

qatmapt: yew tree

qaqmapt: alder tree

qasmapt: snow berries
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ƛaqʔiičḥ Spring

ʕaayaqimł:  March: Spawning Moon

huyaaqimł:  April: Flying Geese Moon

paawaacimł:  May: Nesting Moon   
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�aqiičeeʔaƛ hiyiqtup.
Everything is growing now.

ḥačatakitma  ʔukʷiicnak  ʕuyi.
Everyone had their own medicines.

qʷasasackʷi  ʔunaak  ʔuʔaałukḥsi  �aa�aak.
They always had keepers looking after rivers and creeks.

ƛuułʔassinḥap  �aa�aakʔi  ʔuuʔatup  �ušukʔaqƛʔi  hiinanuuƛ  
saamin.
They cleaned the creek for the new salmon that would be going up 
the creeks.
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ʔeʔimʔaƛquu  hiinin�iƛ meʕaat  hu�aaqimł  ʔaḥʔaaʔaƛ  sa�upimł.
The sockeye started appearing in April to spawn until August.

ʔuyimt weʔin  ʔała  saḥas  pipi�iiḥ  pawacimł  ʔaḥʔaaʔaƛ  qawa�ʔimł.
They went picking cedar bark during May and June.
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�aqiičḥ  Other Spring Words

quʔuła: gathering seafood

ʔaʔaƛ�i�aakƛi: swallow

huupatu: the sun is setting

ku�uḥak: good clear night

siiḥ�uu: herring eggs

ķʷaasuʔitap: putting branches in the water

ķʷaasuuʔis: the branches are in the water

�aayi: salmon berry shoots

č̓aaš�i�a: thimble berry shoots

kʷaņis: camus bulb

ƛic�up: clover roots

ʕaʕii�u: big clover roots

�iiḥ�iip: flower(s)
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       �u�iičḥ
       Summer

qawa�imł: June - Berry Moon

ʕasa�imł: July - Bee Moon

sa�upimł: August - Spring Salmon Moon
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ʔuyinḥickʷiʔała  ʔaḥaayiyackʷi  ʔuʔuʔiiḥ  qawaštup  ʔaḥʔaaʔaƛ  
ʔuyi�tup.

They waited until the month of June to pick medicines and berries.

   qaqawa�iiḥ  ʔuyickʷi  ʔała  qawa�imł.
   They picked berries in June.
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wii  yimt  na�iiʔak  �uukʷił  ʔunuuƛ  �aa�aacaapi  saaminʔi.  
They never smoked the salmon right away because they were too 
fatty and too fresh.

ʔuuyaaƛitweʔin  ʔała  wikiičeeʔeeʔaƛqu  �aa�aacaapi  
hinayapitap �uʔuwiłʔi.

They waited until it was just right before they hung it i
n the smokehouse.
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�u�iičḥ  Other Summer Words

qawiisa: salmon berries

his�in: red huckleberries

sinmuxs�ac: blue huckleberries

huupʔaał: thimble berries

ƛu�ač: roots- any kind

ţu�ţu�: three cornered grass

č̓itapt: sedge grass

sana�at: bull rush

ţunaax: cat tail

ʕałmapt: yellow cedar tree

ḥumiismapt: red cedar tree

ciciḥʔaqƛmapt: wild crab apple tree

ʕatxmapt: wild cherry tree

�aqapt: leaves or needles

ʕapłckʷii: dried fish, jerky
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ʕa�iičḥ
Autumn

hinķuuʔasimł: September - Dog Salmon Moon

č̓ayaaqimł: October - Cutting Fish Moon

yaxšiƛimł: November - Sweeping Moon
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ʔuʔiiḥpičeeʔaƛqu  sa�up  čiicpanač  č̓ap�iiq  hiłḥ  na�int  
ʔuupaałḥ �i�aatḥ, yułu�iłatḥ.

During the spring salmon season they went trolling in canoes at 
Nahmint with Tseshaht and Ucluelet.

ʔuʔuʔiiḥšeeʔaƛ  hinķuuʔas  ʔaʔayačiiłaƛ  �ušaaʔap  ʔuʔatup  
�uʔičḥseʔikquu ʔuyickʷaƛ č̓iyaaqimł  hawičaqsap  haʔumštup.

They fished for lots of dog salmon which ended during the month of 
October, enough to last for the winter season.
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ʕa�iičḥ  Other Autumn Words
ḥaa�i: lowest tide

muułuk: high tide

ķanis: place to camp

hinʔatimʔas: a group of men inviting - formal way of inviting

muwačaaʔaq: deer skin clothing

čims: bear

�uc�uḥaq: bear skin blanket or coat

hinķuuʔas: dog salmon

sa�up: spring salmon

huuʔiik: grouse

yaayaaʕaakƛi: pheasant (long feathers on its tail)

�a�a: salal

ʕink: fire

ciciqink: praying

hinač: asking for, in a humble way through prayer
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Hupač̓asatḥ  First  Nation
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